In microfluidic systems, a pump for fluid-driving is often necessary. To keep the size of microfluidic systems small, a pump that is small in size, light-weight and needs no external power source is advantageous. In this work, we present a passive, simple, ultra-low-cost, and easily controlled pumping method based on capillary action of paper that pumps fluid through conventional polymer-based microfluidic channels with steady flow rate. By using inexpensive cutting tools, paper can be shaped and placed at the outlet port of a conventional microfluidic channel, providing a wide range of pumping rates. A theoretical model was developed to describe the pumping mechanism and aid in the design of paper pumps. As we show, paper pumps can provide steady flow rates from 0.3 ll/s to 1.7 ll/s and can be cascaded to achieve programmable flow-rate tuning during the pumping process. We also successfully demonstrate transport of the most common biofluids (urine, serum, and blood). With these capabilities, the paper pump has the potential to become a powerful fluiddriving approach that will benefit the fielding of microfluidic systems for pointof-care applications. V C 2013 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Micropumps are critical components of integrated microfluidic systems. Such pumps must provide steady flow, easy adjustment of flow rate, rapid transport, and minimal dead volume. A wide range of pumping methods have already been reported. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] While active on-chip pumping methods, such as those using electric field in electroosmotic 1 or electrowetting-on-dielectric, 3 are capable of rapid transport of small sample volume, their complexity coupled with power requirements and the often-complex control circuitry is undesirable for point-of-care (POC) applications.
As an alternative to active pumping, a number of passive pumping methods that rely only on the microchannel geometry have been reported over the years, bringing significant simplification to pumping and improving portability of microfluidic devices. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] For instance, differences in surface tension can be exploited to pump sample from a droplet at the inlet port to a larger droplet on the outlet port through a microfluidic channel. 6 Differences in capillarity can be created by dry-etching silicon microstructures with different shapes and arrangements, 7 while evaporation can be used to create pressure differences between reservoirs to enable transport. 8 Using the innate high air solubility and porosity of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), degas-driven pumping has also been reported. 9, 10 While these passive pumping methods are elegant, a shortcoming that all of them share is that pumping mechanism must be fully integrated with microfluidic channel; [7] [8] [9] [10] and once the device is fabricated the flow rate cannot be adjusted easily. Liquid can transport passively in porous media (e.g., paper). The passive transport is driven by capillary force which is generated by curvature at the air-liquid interface. 11 The a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: ian.papautsky@uc.edu. Tel.: (513) 556-2347.
1932-1058/2013/7(1)/014107/11/$30.00 V C 2013 American Institute of Physics 7, 014107-1 capillary-based transport of liquid in paper of various shapes has been investigated in recent decades, including rectangular, 12, 13 circular, [14] [15] [16] triangular, 17 rectangular combined with fan shape, 18 and other two-dimensional paper networks. 19 Based on the capillary-based passive sample transport in paper, paper microfluidics has been brought up recently and gained substantial interest due to the ultra-low cost, simple fabrication, passive transport with numerous applications already demonstrated. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Compared with the conventional polymer-based devices, sample transport in paper devices only depends on capillarity of the paper, thus avoiding additional pumping systems. Nevertheless, despite the numerous advantages, paper microfluidics still suffers from the difficulties in transporting cells in the paper matrix 30 and decrease effectiveness of paper assays due to biosample interaction with cellulose fibers. 24 In this work, we integrate circular/sector-shape paper with conventional PDMS microfluidics as a capillarity-based pump (Fig. 1 ) in order to take advantage of paper as a lightweight, disposable and programmable pump without sacrificing the advantages of welldeveloped polymer-based microfluidics. A theoretical model was developed to guide design of the paper pump for steady flow rate and programmable multi-stage pumping. Since the paper pump is not monolithically integrated with the microfluidic system, it is easy to replace the pump according to different flow-rate requirements. The described pumping approach combines the advantages of paper fluid transport and polymer channel functionally into a simple lab-ona-chip (LOC) platform. Such integration has a potential to increase portability of LOC systems as well as lowering the cost tremendously from the aspect of fluid-driven system.
II. MATERIALS AND FABRICATION
Construction of paper pumps and their integration with microfluidic channels involves a sequence of simple fabrication steps. We cut paper pumps from Whatman No. 1 (180 lm thick) or No. 4 (210 lm thick) filter paper. The paper can be cut to shape with a wide range of methods, from low-tech scissors and knives to high-tech xurography and laser cutting. 31 The typical resolution of the scissors or knife approaches 500 lm; while attractive due to simplicity and cost, it is not practical due to low resolution and poor reproducibility, which lead to poor control of pump flow rate. Alternatively, xurography using a knife plotter or laser cutting offer excellent resolution (<5 lm) and reproducibility but are costly. We used a digital craft cutter (Quickutz Silhouette SD), which offers a mid-range blend of characteristics including good resolution ($50 lm), ease of use, and relatively low cost (<$200).
Microchannels (20 mm Â 1 mm Â 50 lm, L Â W Â H) were fabricated in PDMS by conventional soft lithography. While using SU-8 masters is the most common approach to generate microfluidic channels in PDMS, we used a tape master. 32 For this, 3 M tape was first attached to a plastic carrier sheet (Silhouette America) and cut into the designed shape by the craft cutter, and then transferred from the carrier and to the surface of a Petri-dish. This method provides a fast and low-cost way to make simple masters with dimensions larger than 250 lm. The quality of the tape master reduced severely below 250 lm because of the resolution limitations of the craft cutter. Next, the tape masters were degassed for 30 min to remove any bubbles trapped under the tape. PDMS was cast and cured at 60 C for 2.5 h to avoid damaging the tape master. Inlet reservoirs and outlet ports were cored with a 3 mm diameter punch and a 14 gauge dispensing tip, respectively. The PDMS mold was bonded to a standard microscope glass slide (75 mm Â 25 mm) to seal the channel using a plasma surface treater (BD-20AC, Electo-Technic Products, Inc.).
III. THEORETICAL MODEL OF PAPER PUMPING
To understand the mechanism of paper pumping through a PDMS microchannel and help design optimal parameters of the paper pump, we developed a theoretical model. Using a thin radial capillary to model capillary action of paper, we calculate the volumetric change of liquid inside the paper which leads to the pumping rate (Q) in the microchannel. The overall structure of the wetted surface is shown in Fig. 2 (a) which consists of three parts: an inlet reservoir, a microchannel and an outlet port with paper pump.
To predict the motion of liquid inside the paper pump, we first estimate hydrodynamic pressure at the output. This is determined by considering the capillary action in the paper, which is modeled as a thin radial capillary of equivalent thickness h eq (Fig. 2(b) ). Then, the pressure drop is described as a function of capillary diameter and the wicking radius r 14,15 as
where P 2 is the pressure at the outlet port, P 3 is the capillary pressure in the radial capillary, b is the diameter of the outlet port, and l is the dynamic viscosity of fluid (0.001 Pa•s for our case of colored water at room temperature). This equation takes into account the thickness of the radial capillary (h eq ) and the size of the output port (b ¼ 1.2 mm), which both influence the area wetted by the sample. Examining the PDMS microchannel as a whole, we can determine that the outlet port pressure P 2 based on the pressure drop along the microchannel (DP) as P 2 ¼ P 1 ÀDP. The total pressure P 1 equals the sum of ambient pressure (P 0 ) and Laplace pressure 33 within the fluid sample inside the inlet reservoir. P 1 is calculated to be nearly the atmospheric pressure P 0 . 32 The pressure drop DP can be determined from the flow rate (Q) in the microchannel and the fluidic resistance (R) of the microchannel. The pressure drop DP in the PDMS microchannel in our experiment is calculated to be 3.8 kPa. 32 Thus, compared to P 1 , DP is much smaller, leading to P 2 being approximated as P 0 .
Next, we examine pressure P 3 in the paper, which is approximated as a radial capillary. By considering the vertical (r V ) and horizontal (r H ) principal radii of curvature, the capillary pressure P 3 is determined from the Young-Laplace equation as 32
Having arrived to expressions for both P 2 and P 3 , we can now return to Eq. (1) in order to arrive to a relationship between the wicking radius (r) and time (t). This is accomplished by substituting expressions for P 2 and P 3 back into Eq. (1), yielding an expression that describes the rate of change in the wetting radius
Integrating Eq. (3) leads to the description of capillary action inside the paper pump:
One remaining unknown term in the above equation preventing us from calculating wicking radius is the wetting angle (h) between the liquid sample and the cellulose fibers in the paper. While this information is not available from the manufacturer, earlier work by Borhan and coworkers 34 has estimated the term h eq cosh to be $0.5 lm for water in No. 1 filter paper (h No1 ¼ 180 lm). Since both No. 1 and No. 4 paper are manufactured from the same material, the same contact angle is expected and can be used in calculations for both types of paper. Thus h eq cosh term for No. 4 filter paper can be estimated as $0.58 lm considering the paper thickness (h No4 ¼ 210 lm).
To accurately predict the flow rate Q of the paper pump, we must account for the moisture content in the paper. For this, we must combine Eq. (4) with an average volumetric moisture content K which determines the wetting area A. We can define the moisture content K as K ¼ dV ab /dAh where h is the thickness of paper and V ab is the absorbed volume. We can determine K experimentally by recording the wetting area dA on the paper after absorbing liquid sample of a known volume dV ab . K is calculated to be 0.47 for No. 1 filter paper and 0.48 for No. 4 filter paper.
Assuming uniform, circular wicking front, we can now express change in volume per unit time as dV/dt ¼ 2prdr/dt. Combining the thickness of paper and moisture content, the flow rate Q can now be described as
Simplifying further to eliminate dr/dt using Eq. (4), the volumetric flow rate can be predicted by
We must note that although dr/dt appears in Eq. (3), the resulting expression cannot be used to calculate flow rate as values of the radial capillary equivalent thickness h eq and the wetting angle h between the liquid sample and the cellulose fibers are not known. The flow rate can, however, be calculated using Eq. (6) since the product term h eq cosh was estimated by Borhan and coworkers, 34 as we discuss above. In this analysis, we derive expressions necessary to calculate the flow rate inside the microchannel driven by a paper pump. Using this theoretical model, we can now predict the rate of flow in the microchannel based on the shape of the paper pump and the progression of the wetting radius, which is easily observed (and imaged) from overhead. The expression also suggests a number of variables that can be used to modify the flow rate. For example, increasing thickness of the paper h will lead to the flow rate enhancement. We should note, however, that if the paper thickness increased too much (e.g., >1 mm), spreading of the liquid sample leads two-dimensional motion involving both radial and vertical wicking. This would lead to inaccuracies in the calculation using this thin radial capillary model which does not account for vertical wicking. The flow rate is also influenced by the geometry of the microchannel outlet port b, the properties of the liquid to be transported (viscosity l and surface tension c), and the properties of the paper (thickness h and the wetting contact angle h). In addition, different types of paper have different capacity for storing water due to their porosity, thus leading to different volumetric moisture content K, which directly affects the transport rate. Thus, we developed a theoretical model based on a thin radial capillary that describes the capillary action in a circular paper pump and predicts the flow rate generated by the pump. The further experimental verification of the model will be demonstrated in the experimental section below.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Characterization of paper pump
In the first set of experiments, we demonstrated pumping by transporting water through a straight PDMS microchannel (Fig. 1) . The empty microchannel was first primed with water by injection from the outlet port. A 20 ll liquid sample was then added to the inlet reservoir (3 mm diameter). Before placing a paper pump at the outlet port, an additional priming drop was dispensed at the outlet to trigger the pumping process. Priming is critical to initiate wicking and thus pumping. Without priming, an air gap forms immediately after the paper absorbs a very small volume of liquid at the outlet port which inhibits further pulling (Fig. 2(c) ). This is evident from the model, which shows that to ensure continuous pumping P 2 > P 3 must be satisfied through the entire pumping process, leading to r > h eq /2ccosh. It implies that the initial wicking radius must be larger than h eq /2ccosh before the pumping process starts. Once a paper pump is placed at the outlet port, priming takes place in less than 0.5 s followed by the pumping process from the inlet reservoir towards outlet paper pump. For the initial experiments, the area of paper pump was large and sample volume was kept small (20 ll) so that liquid samples did not wet the entire area.
First illustrated are the results from measurements of wicking radius on paper and the volume change in the liquid in reservoir. Wetted areas were measured in ImageJ V R from overhead images, and the average wicking radii were calculated. To measure volume changes, inlet reservoirs were imaged from side using a high resolution camera with a macrolens (Canon EOS Rebel T3i with EF 100 mm f/2.8 L Macro IS USM Lens). Details of these measurements and sample images are presented in supplementary information. 32 Again, we used ImageJ V R to analyze side images and videos. A 0.5% pigment dispersion of food dye was used to aid visualization.
From our observations, the pumping process can be partitioned into two stages. In the first stage, the priming stage, the priming drop spreads in $0.5 s (indicated by yellow shading Fig.  2(d) ). Next, continuous pumping from the reservoir begins, represented by the time-dependent increase in the wicking radius. For instance, spreading of the priming drop led to an initial wicking radius of r No1 ¼ 6 mm for the No. 1 filter paper, followed by an increase to 10.7 mm during pumping of a 20 ll sample over the 18 s period. Consider that the priming drop creates an initial wet area, the theoretical calculation of r vs. t starts from r ¼ 6 mm using on Eq. (4). The calculated results are in a strong agreement with experimental results. From these results, we conclude that our theoretical model describes the second-stage wicking accurately. Both experimental and theoretical results illustrate that wicking radius of No. 4 filter paper increased faster than that of No. 1 filter paper. This is expected due to differences in thickness and filtration speed of these two paper types. More specifically, Whatman No. 4 filter paper (h No4 ¼ 210 lm) is thicker than the No. 1 paper (h No1 ¼ 180 lm) and has a larger filtration speed (150 s) than No. 1 filter paper (37 s). These two factors lead to a faster wicking in the paper pump made of No. 4 filter paper. Volume of sample left in the inlet reservoir was measured and also plotted in Fig. 2(d) for No. 1 (red square) for No. 4 (grey circle). In both cases, the 20 ll volume depleted linearly in less than 20 s. It indicated that the flow rate generated by the paper pumping was very stable. The theoretical prediction of volume change was also presented (Fig. 2(d) ) which was obtained from integration of theoretical plot of flow rate (Fig. 2(e) ).
The flow rate increased in the first 2 s due to the spreading of priming drop, after which pumping process began and the flow rate entered steady state ( Fig. 2(e) ). For No. 1 filter paper, the average flow rate during the steady state was 1.15 6 0.08 ll/s, which is in strong agreement with the theoretical prediction using Eq. (6) . Note that the calculation of flow rate starts from r ¼ 6 mm due to the initial wetting area generated by the priming drop. In the case of No. 4 filter paper, the results of experiment and calculation were also very close: 1.7 6 0.1 ll/s and 1.6 6 0.08 ll/s, respectively. The small standard deviation illustrates that the flow rate provided by paper pumping is steady after an initial priming period of < 2 s. To put this in a prospective, the same flow rates can be obtained with a commercial syringe pump and a 3 cc or 5 cc syringe, although accuracy of these commercial syringe pumps 35 is greater (<1% variation vs. $5% for the paper pump). The $5% variation comes from the nature of capillary flow in paper pump where the flow rate decays by time during the pumping process which is shown both in theoretical calculation and experimental results (Fig. 2(e) ). In terms of the reproducibility of the pump, we tested three individual pumping processes using Whatman No. 1 and No. 4 papers showing reproducibility of 3% and 2.5% correspondingly, which cannot compete with the commercial syringe pumps (0.05%). 35 The reproducibility issue might be caused by the material feature of paper. As a porous media made of cellulose, paper is not uniform with respect to the pore size and pore density. The variability of paper influences capillary flow leading to the deviation of flow rate between each pumping process. Besides, the reproducibility can also be affected by the variation of the priming drop volume induced by the pipette.
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B. Flow rate control
The flow rate of the paper pump can be tuned by simply changing pump shape to a sector of different angles (Fig. 3(a) ). Theoretically, for both sector-shaped and circular paper pump, the two principal radii of curvatures (r V ¼ h eq /2ccosh and r H ¼ r) in the radial capillary model should be the same which leads to the same capillary pressure. Thus, the relationship between the wicking radius r and time t should remain the same for the sector-shape pumps. As a result, the volume of liquid absorbed by the paper per unit time should be linearly related to the angle of sector-shape leading to the correlation between the flow rate and the angle. To test the hypothesis that angle of a sector-shaped pump is linearly correlated with the flow rate, we fabricated pumps with angles of 30 to 360 in both No. 1 and No. 4 filter paper. Our experimental results, presented in Fig. 3(b) , show that indeed the pump flow rate depends linearly on the sector angle. The flow rates increased from 0.3 ll/s (30 ) to 1.14 ll/s (360 ) for No. 1 filter paper, and from 0.57 ll/s to 1.71 ll/s for No. 4 filter paper. From these results, we can arrive to an empirical equation that describes the relation between angles of the sector shape and the pump flow rate:
where a is the angle of sector-shaped pump. Equation (7) can serve as the guide in designing a paper pump to achieve different flow rates. Note that in these equations, when a reduces to 0 , the flow rate still has a finite positive value (Q > 0), which seems to contradict the theoretical predication that the flow rate should be 0 ll/s with 0 sector-shaped paper pump. However, considering the fact that the microchannel output has a finite diameter and a priming drop must be used to initiate the pumping action, a finite rate at infinitely small sector is reasonable. For the same volume of the priming drop, the initial wicking radius immediately following the complete spreading is different for sector pumps of different angle. For example, the initial wicking radius is smaller in a circular pump than that of a 30 sector-shaped pump. This initial radius has an influence on the original state of capillary pressure P 3 , leading to deviation from the theoretical predictions. Therefore, the linear relationship between flow rate and angle is practical for angles > 30 . From our experiments, sector-shaped paper pumps made of Whatman No. 1 and No. 4 paper with different angles could provide flow rate with a range from 0.3 ll/s to 2 ll/s. The paper pump generates flow rate in ll/s range which is much higher than several other passive pumps. For example, evaporation-based pumping could provide flow rate of ll/h; 8 degasing-driven pump could transport samples with flow rate of nl/s. 9 However, in terms of the flow rate range, paper pump cannot compete with commercial syringe pumps which typically offer flow rate ranging from $1 pl/min to $100 ml/min. 37 
C. Programmable pumping
Sector shapes can be cascaded to create a single pump to achieve automatic flow-rate adjustment during the pumping process. A paper pump with geometry of a circular shape leading to 30 sector-shape is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The pumping process contains two steady phases connected by a transition period. In phase 1, the pumping behavior, as a circular, with a flow rate of 1.14 ll/s (Fig. 4(b) ). When the front of the fluid spreads and covers the entire area of the circular region, the flow rate begins to transition, decreasing slowly (Fig. 4(b) , black arrows). The slow decrease is caused by further wetting in circular region. When the circular region is fully saturated, the pumping process enters the steady phase 2 (Fig. 4(b) , red arrows) in which the flow rate is maintained at 0.3 ll/s. By varying the diameter of the phase 1 circular region from 11 mm to 17 mm, the corresponding duration of the phase 1 varies from 5 s to14 s. The transition period of 10 s to 16 s for each group with increasing diameters is reasonable because longer time is required to saturate the whole area of a circular region with a larger diameter. Several paper pumps that offer different automatically adjustable flow rates can be integrated into an array by simply using a craft-cutter (Fig. 4(c) ). Fluids were pumped through an array of four microfluidic channels by the pump array. The automatic modifications of flow rates for each channel are plotted in Fig. 4(d) . For channels 1, 2 and 3, pumps (120 !30 , 360 !30 , and 60 !30 ) provided different flow rates in two pumping phases (0.67 ll/s !0.34 ll/s, 1.17 ll/s!0.34 ll/s, 0.43 ll/s!0.34 ll/s, correspondingly). For channel 4, the paper pump was created by combining three shapes (360 !180 !30 ) to create three stages (1.17 l/s !0.85 ll/s!0.34 ll/s). A sector-shaped paper using that transition from a small angle (30 ) to a larger angle (180 ) was also tested in an attempt to increase the pump rate. However, in this design, the first stage proved to be limiting and the flow rate remained steady instead of increasing. The integration of paper pump array implies the simplicity and flexibility of flow rate adjustment of paper pump and also shows the possibility of pulling samples from complex LOC systems with multiple channels using a single paper pump.
Compared to other passive pumping methods, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 38 the paper pump presented in this work exhibits programmable pumping functionality that can achieve controlled multi-stage pumping from high to low flow rate. However, compared to the programmable function of commercial syringe pump, paper pump has certain limitations in terms of long transition time ($10 s for paper pump vs. 5 ms transition for syringe pump) 39 and single direction flow rate modulation (from high to low flow rate).
D. Transport of biological samples
Three biological samples (urine, diluted blood, and serum) that are widely used in POC diagnostic systems were used to test the feasibility of the paper pump. Our experimental results show that all these samples were successfully transported, without clogging, through a microchannel (Fig. 5) . We also attempted transport of whole blood but were not successful as the microchannel was clogged by the blood cells which stopped the flow. The flow rate of transport was found to vary from sample to sample, as a function of viscosity. Urine, which is mostly water and has a viscosity of 1.1 mPaÁs 40 at room temperature, exhibited the highest rate of transport, close to that of water. Blood serum, which is devoid of cell matter but contains protein, is more viscous (3 mPaÁs) 41 and exhibited a slower rate of transport, as expected. Blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, 42 whose viscosity is dependent on the shear rate and hematocrit value. For the 1Â dilution used in this work, viscosity is approximately 5 mPaÁs. 43 While the pumping flow rate decreases with sample viscosity, as expected, the relationship is not linear. Nevertheless, it can be predicted using Eqs. (4) and (6) by inserting the different viscosity values and calculating the corresponding flow rate (Fig. 5(d) inset) . The experimental results of biofluids pulling with 60 pump match the theoretical trend well (Fig. 5(d) ), illustrating that the paper pump can be used for transport of real-world biological samples.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented an ultra-low-cost, passive pump based on capillary-action in paper that can be integrated with conventional microfluidic systems to efficiently drive fluid with a stable and tunable flow rate. The polymer-paper hybrid system takes advantage of the well-developed polymer microfluidics and paper to drive fluid through it. The approach provides a valuable method for constructing low-cost, portable microfluidic devices. Similar concepts have been put forward recently by others. Xu et al. 44 inserted a plug of filter paper into the outlet of a microfluidic chip to serve as a capillary-evaporation based pump. The paper plug produced respectable flow rates, in the ll/min range. Wang et al. 45 integrated filter paper at the end of a microchannel for fluid-driving, which also yielded flow rates in the ll/min range. While both paperbased pumps were used to fulfill sample delivery for DNA assay 44 and one-step protein detection 45 in polymer-based microchannels, neither had a straightforward approach to control flow rate nor a comprehensive analysis of the pumping mechanism. We developed a theoretical model of paper pump that describes the pumping mechanism in detail. The paper pump could achieve a stable flow rate in the ll/s range that is much higher than previous ones with a much simpler way to control the flow rate.
Compared with other types of passive pumping approaches like surface-tension-based passive pump, 6 the paper pump provides one-time transport with constant flow rate of relatively large volume of sample (20 ll $ 40 ll in our experiments) through a microchannel without refilling. Compared to the "on-chip" capillary pump, 7 coupled capillary/evaporation pump 8 and degas-driven pump 9, 10 in which pump units were fully connected with microfluidic systems, paper pumping offers a straightforward method to adjust the flow rate for different requirementsimply use a new piece of pump with specific geometry. Compared to hand-powered membrane pump 38 which enables transporting large sample volume ($240 ll) with high flow rate ($125 ll/min), paper pump provides comparable sample throughput ($2 ll/s) with a much simpler fabrication process. Besides, the flow rate is much more constant than the membrane pump in which the flow rate drops from 125 ll/min to 25 ll/min during the first 3 min. Further, when cut into simple cascaded geometries, paper pumps can provide the function of programmable flow rate tuning which is difficult to achieve in a passive system and has not been demonstrated previously.
While we successfully demonstrated the use of paper for passive pumping, a number of challenges still remain. The highest flow rate it can provide is $2 ll/s, which may limit its applications. Besides, paper pump cannot achieve programmable modulation of flow rate from low to high during the pulling process due to the limitation of the geometry. Moreover, the area of the pump site remains in centimeter-scale and maybe too large for some microfluidic systems. This might be overcome by elongating channel near the outlet port to create a specific area to accommodate the paper pump or by decreasing the area of paper (and thus pumped sample volume) or by folding/rolling paper into a smaller area. By overcoming these remaining challenges, we can envision the tremendous potential of this paper based pumping approach integration with microfluidic systems for simple and inexpensive pumping. For example, it can be used for providing reagents for assays through microfluidic channels, for supplying buffers for cell culture, lysis through microfluidic devices, etc. Additionally, the paper pumps can be easily discarded and replaced with a new pump for extended use of POC devices. Furthermore, microfluidic devices can be made into arrays, primed automatically using automated liquid handling robots 46 and combined with designed paper pump arrays to achieve automated, highthroughput fluidic transport. As a passive pumping method, the paper pump is a promising candidate that could motivate the simplification of applied benchtop microfluidics from the aspect of fluid-driving approach and benefit the development of the promising POC systems.
